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In recent decades, the concept of political ideology has enjoyed a 
resurgence in the social sciences1. Political ideology is defined as a 
set of stable, interrelated beliefs and attitudes that organise views 

on political and social issues. While scholars had previously attrib-
uted only a minor role to ideology in shaping political behaviour2,3, 
it has since become clear that political ideology both motivates vot-
ing and coherently structures views on a wide range of social issues, 
from taxation and welfare to crime and religion4. Traditionally, ide-
ology has been conceptualised as varying along a unidimensional 
spectrum, with liberalism on the left and conservatism on the right5. 
Broadly, liberalism emphasises equality, social change and system 
reform, while conservatism emphasises hierarchy, conventionalism 
and tradition. This left–right distinction dates back more than 200 
years to the 1791 French legislative assembly (monarchists sat on 
the right) but remains the primary means of describing political 
opinion in social science and public discourse (Fig. 1).

Despite the popularity of this unidimensional model, political 
views cannot be neatly summarised by a single liberal–conserva-
tive spectrum6. Recent events in US politics highlight how diver-
gent political views can be within left or right discourse, such as 
the disagreements of Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders within the 
Democratic Party or the opposition to Donald Trump from within 
the Republican Party. In the electorate itself, many people express 
conflicting political beliefs that cross party lines7. Libertarians are 
a classic case of this misalignment, harbouring ‘liberal’ views on 
social issues but ‘conservative’ views regarding economic policy. It is 
perhaps not a surprise, then, that unidimensional self-report scales 
of political ideology often have low internal consistency8 and low 
external validity6, and they frequently produce more than one latent 
variable in factor analyses9. In short, a single left–right dimension 
misses important features of the political landscape.

By contrast, scholars from many disciplines have converged 
upon two dimensions of political ideology. These dual dimensions 
have repeatedly emerged in the literature over the last 50 years 
(Table 1), despite researchers using different methodologies and, 
indeed, different labels to capture ideology. Some researchers have 

focused on the attitudes that people hold about political and social 
issues, clustering these into correlated categories using data-driven, 
atheoretical factor-analytic methods10,11. Others have defined core 
universal human values (for example, benevolence, tradition, secu-
rity) and then determined how they influence ideology12. Lexical 
approaches have abstracted even further, allowing the underlying 
structure of political attitudes to emerge from ratings of dictionary-
based ‘isms’ (for example, Machiavellianism or traditionalism)13. 
Moral psychology has inductively derived clusters of moral values 
and noted how they strongly predict political ideology14, and cross-
cultural approaches have validated scale items across many different 
societies, finding that the same dimensions recur15. Across this myr-
iad of methodologies, both exploratory and confirmatory, research-
ers have found very similar two-dimensional ideological structures, 
strongly suggesting that the scales in Table 1 are all capturing the 
same underlying psychological phenomena.

How should we understand these two dimensions of politi-
cal ideology? The first dimension, often referred to as economic 
conservatism or social dominance, predicts stances on issues like 
taxation, government-funded healthcare, welfare programs and 
free education11. Economic conservatives view the world as a ‘com-
petitive jungle’, in which dominance, inequality and power imbal-
ances are commonplace9. The second dimension, often referred 
to as social conservatism or authoritarianism, predicts stances on 
issues like traditional social values, criminal justice, patriotism, 
national security, same-sex marriage and religion8,11. These social 
conservatives view the world as more threatening, dangerous and 
unpredictable9.

It remains unclear why political attitudes tend to be structured 
along these two particular ideological dimensions and why the dual 
dimensions are linked with distinct worldviews. Here we argue that 
an evolutionary approach to political ideology can shed light on 
both questions. Recent research challenges the common assump-
tion that ideological variation is best understood as the result of 
historically contingent social, cultural and environmental fac-
tors2,3,8,16 with little basis in biology. Variation in political ideology is 
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heritable17–24, remains stable over long periods of time25 and covaries 
with basic physiological26–32 differences (but see refs. 33–35). The two 
dimensions of ideology are also repeatedly observed across a wide 
range of cultures15,36,37, suggesting that they may be universal. This 
recurrent pattern of ideological variation across cultures, together 
with heritable stable individual differences, points to the possibility 
that the two dimensions are at least partly grounded in biology.

A number of promising evolutionary approaches have already 
derived important insights about the dimensions in Table 1. This 
includes work linking social conservatism to negativity bias32, disgust 
sensitivity38 and adherence to social norms39, as well as work linking 
economic conservatism to upper-body strength40. These findings 
have improved our understanding of each dimension separately, but 
have not yet explained why political ideology is structured along 
these two dimensions specifically. To organise, integrate and expand 
on this work, we need an evolutionary framework that explains the 
two-dimensional structure of ideology from first principles.

In this Perspective, we begin with the premise that politics is fun-
damentally the process of dealing with the conflicts of interest that 
arise from human group living41–43. To understand the foundations of 
political ideology, one must therefore understand how human group 
living has evolved. Here we review independent convergent evidence 
from anthropology, primatology and developmental psychology sug-
gesting that, following the divergence from great apes, human group 
living evolved via two key shifts. First, humans began to cooperate 
more across wider interdependent networks and share the spoils of 
cooperation more evenly. Second, humans became more committed 
to group viability, conforming to social norms in culturally marked 
groups and punishing norm-violators. We highlight the striking 
concordance between these two social drives and the two dimen-
sions of political ideology captured in Table 1. We then outline how  

fitness trade-offs and behavioural plasticity are expected to maintain 
functional variation in cooperation and group conformity, naturally 
giving rise to the two dimensions of variation in political ideology. 
We show how this dual evolutionary framework integrates previous 
approaches and illuminates prior work in political science, and we 
conclude with a set of predictions for future research.

Two key shifts in the evolution of human group living
The socio-political lives of great apes are complex44. Chimpanzee 
social groups, for example, are organised by dominance hierarchies. 
Owing to the fitness benefits of higher status within these hierar-
chies, rank positions are hotly contested and change dynamically 
over time45, with individuals frequently engaging in Machiavellian 
social strategies to contest the status quo44. Chimpanzees also patrol 
territorial borders to defend their group against outsiders46. Much 
like humans, then, the political lives of great apes are spent dealing 
with the challenges of group living.

Human group living shares much of this complexity. However, 
the ancestral human hunter-gatherer communities that emerged 
over the course of the Pleistocene were vastly different from those 
of other great apes. They were characterised by contact and trade 
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Fig. 1 | The number of scholarly and newspaper articles mentioning 
unidimensional and multidimensional approaches to political ideology. 
We collected data from three sources: the peer-reviewed literature 
database Scopus and two US newspapers, the Wall Street Journal and 
the New York Times. For our review of Scopus, we selected the top 100 
most-cited articles from the last 20 years under the search term ‘political 
ideology’. For our review of the US newspapers, we selected the top five 
most relevant articles in every year from 1999–2018 under the search 
term ‘political ideology’. If the articles contained explicit references to 
unidimensionality or any of the terms liberal, conservative, Democrat, 
Republican, or variations thereupon, we coded them as mentioning 
unidimensionality. If the articles contained explicit references to 
multidimensionality or any of the terms social dominance, authoritarianism, 
economic conservatism, social conservatism, or variations thereupon, we 
coded them as mentioning multidimensionality. Full dataset for this review 
and code to reproduce this plot at https://osf.io/gckw7/.

Table 1 | various definitions for the two dimensions of political 
ideology

Cooperation dimension Group conformity dimension reference

Economic conservatism Social conservatism 157

Social dominance 
orientation

Right-wing authoritarianism 9

Tough vs tender Conservatism vs liberalism 158

Humanism Normativism (conservatism) 159

Equality Freedom 160

Power distance Collectivism vs individualism 161

Liberalism (i.e., 
humanism–
egalitarianism)

Conservatism 162

Idealism (altruism–social 
concern)

Relativism (i.e., group 
orientation)

163

Humanitarianism–
egalitarianism

Protestant ethic 164

Economic conservatism 
vs equality

Cultural conservatism vs 
openness

165

Hierarchy vs 
egalitarianism

Group loyalty vs individualism 166

International harmony National strength and order 167

Self-enhancement vs 
transcendence

Conservation vs openness 168

Vertical vs horizontal 
values

Collectivism vs individualism 169

Unmitigated self-interest 
(‘beta-isms’)

Tradition-oriented religiousness 
(‘alpha-isms’)

13

Competition vs 
compassion

Moral regulation vs individual 
freedom

15

Egalitarianism Conservatism 170

Humanitarianism Religiosity 171

Capitalist vs socialist Religious vs secular 172

Tolerance of inequality Opposition to change 10

Individualising (care–harm, 
fairness–reciprocity)

Binding (authority—respect, 
in-group–loyalty, purity–sanctity)

14

Table data adapted and extended from ref. 9.
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between extended networks47–49, relatively egalitarian socio-political 
structures50 and deeply embedded cultural norms, conventions and 
institutions51. To explain the emergence of this unique social organ-
isation, researchers have posited two key shifts in the evolution of 
human group living52–57 that are thought to have paved the way for 
more complex human societies.

In the first shift, humans began to cooperate more across wider 
interdependent networks and share the spoils of cooperation more 
evenly. Resource scarcity in the Pleistocene required early humans 
to forage collaboratively for rarer but higher-value calorie-dense 
foods52. As fitness interdependence58 with group members increased, 
selection favoured those who could readily work together with and 
provide benefits for others. Shifting to a riskier mode of subsistence 
also selected for egalitarian meat-sharing as a form of risk pooling59,  
replacing the great ape system of resource distribution based on 
dominance and hierarchy. These changes resulted in a human psy-
chology uniquely sensitive to cooperative interactions with oth-
ers. Building upon psychological mechanisms for kin altruism, 
reciprocity and reputation-management, humans developed other-
regarding preferences and empathic concern54 that allowed them 
to extend cooperation beyond kith and kin to a wider network of 
interdependent individuals. In line with this, evidence suggests that, 
unlike other great apes60–62, humans spontaneously help others63,  
effectively communicate to solve coordination problems64,65, prefer 
egalitarian divisions of resources59,66 and favour cooperative over 
exploitative individuals67.

In the second key shift, humans became more group-minded, 
conforming to social norms in culturally marked groups and pun-
ishing norm-violators. Throughout the Pleistocene, human groups 
began to expand in size and compete with rival groups, further 
increasing fitness interdependence within groups52. To deal with 
the coordination problems inherent to larger groups, social norms 
created the conventions, common knowledge of conventions and 
shared meta-knowledge necessary for group-wide joint action68. 
In response to inter-group competition, individual-level selection 
favoured a sense of group identity, conformity to group norms 
and punishment of norm-violators to promote group cohesion in 
the face of external threats69. These changes resulted in a ‘group-
minded’ human psychology underlain by self-conscious normative 
emotions, such as shame, group pride and moral disgust42,70, as well 
as psychological mechanisms for cultural learning within groups51. 
In line with this, evidence suggests that, unlike other great apes52,71,72, 
humans conform to group-wide social norms73, punish third-par-
ties who violate social norms74 and discern group membership by 
attending to cultural markers like religion75, language76 and accent77.

These two foundations of human group living are thought to have 
allowed us to transition from small kin bands of great apes to the 
larger, more socially complex communities of Pleistocene hunter-
gatherers52. But these communities were still small relative to mod-
ern human societies. Over the course of the Holocene, a process of 
cultural evolution following the advent of agriculture transitioned 
the default mode of group living from hunter-gatherer communi-
ties to ethnically and economically diverse mega-cities and nation 
states57. Yet beneath these recent cultural innovations, the cognitive 
mechanisms underlying human cooperation and group conformity 
have remained largely unchanged.

We argue that these two fundamental human responses to the 
challenges of group living—cooperation and group conformity—
explain why scholars have repeatedly identified a two-dimensional 
structure of political ideology and provide a principled foundation 
for the domain of each dimension. The first domain (left column 
of Table 1) is concerned with cooperating more across wider inter-
dependent networks and sharing the spoils of cooperation more 
evenly. In our ancestral past, individuals had to constantly navi-
gate cooperative dilemmas, such as collaborative foraging and meat 
sharing, as well as determine how to share the spoils of cooperation. 

Today, analogous dilemmas underlie policy issues like taxation, 
welfare programs and free education. The second domain (right 
column of Table 1) is concerned with group conformity. For early 
humans living in highly interdependent social groups, it was vital 
to abide by group-wide social norms, sanction norm-violators and 
defend the group against outsiders. Today, we expect that analogous 
concerns about group viability will manifest themselves in attitudes 
regarding traditional social values, criminal justice, patriotism and 
national security. Hence cooperation and group conformity provide 
the dual evolutionary foundations of modern political ideology.

variation in cooperative and group conformist behaviour
As well as explaining how cooperation and group conformity came 
to be species-typical human social drives, an evolutionary approach 
provides a natural framework and set of mechanisms for under-
standing observed variation in such traits78. Here we consider two 
mechanisms—fitness trade-offs and behavioural plasticity—to show 
how both genes and environment together predict strategic variation 
in cooperation and group conformity in human populations.

Fitness trade-offs exist when extreme levels of a trait confer both 
benefits and costs to individuals. Such trade-offs can lead to the 
evolution of functional, heritable individual differences via fluctuat-
ing selection79. In other words, variation in a trait is preserved if dif-
ferent levels of the trait provide different benefits at different times. 
For example, researchers have attributed personality variation in 
both humans79 and non-human animals80 to fitness trade-offs. In 
humans, high levels of extraversion are associated with a greater 
number of sexual partners, but also with greater risk of accident or 
illness81. This trade-off results in an extraversion spectrum along 
which individuals can vary.

In a similar vein, we expect fitness trade-offs to have shaped 
individual differences in the basic social drives for cooperation and 
group conformity in human populations. Model-based simulations 
of evolution show that uncertain social environments can select 
for general drives (‘heuristics’) for cooperation and group confor-
mity82–87. Researchers argue that these general drives apply across 
different situational contexts and are proximately motivated by 
other-regarding preferences and empathic concern (cooperation) 
or shame, group pride and moral disgust (group conformity)42,53,54. 
As with extraversion, the general drives for cooperation and group 
conformity come with both costs and benefits. Individuals with a 
general cooperative drive benefit from good reputations and sub-
sequent partner choice, but leave themselves open to exploitation 
from free-riders. Individuals with a general conformist drive benefit  
from adaptability to the group’s local conditions and increased 
group viability, but sacrifice possibilities for individual learning 
and innovation88. These fitness trade-offs are expected to maintain 
heritable individual differences in general drives for both coopera-
tion and group conformity within human populations. In line with 
this, individual differences in cooperation are heritable89, and coop-
erative behaviour is positively correlated across a variety of anony-
mous one-shot economic games90–93 and predicts self-reported 
trust and altruism91,94, as well as a range of real-world cooperative 
behaviours95,96. Similarly, individual differences in norm-enforcing 
punishment are heritable97, and conformist behaviour is positively 
correlated across various measures of norm-enforcement and 
norm-adherence92,98.

In addition to heritable individual differences, phenotypic vari-
ation in willingness to cooperate and conform is also expected as 
an adaptive response to the social environment, either on-the-fly 
or canalized in early development, a phenomenon usually referred 
to as behavioural plasticity99. There is reason to believe that both 
humans and non-human animals calibrate their cooperative and 
conformist behaviour based on feedback from their social envi-
ronment. With regards to cooperation, psychological mechanisms 
integrate cues about both the situation (for example, the presence  
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of an audience) and the target of the interaction (for exam-
ple, whether the target previously defected) when determining 
whether or not to cooperate100. For example, both chimpanzees101 
and humans102 are less cooperative in hierarchical or competitive 
social environments, likely because they perceive potential targets 
as less trustworthy partners for long-term cooperative relation-
ships. With regards to group conformity, psychological mecha-
nisms integrate cues about environmental unpredictability and 
threat when determining whether or not to conform to the group. 
Nine-spined sticklebacks103, rats104 and humans105 all engage in 
conformist social learning when environments are perceived to be 
unpredictable with a high cost of individual learning. Furthermore, 
in humans, several classes of threat have been shown to increase 
group conformity. Cues of disease-causing pathogens motivate 
conformity106,107 to reduce the risk of infection51. Cues of dangerous 
situations motivate group conformity as self-protection108. Cues of 
threats to group viability (for example, intergroup conflict, rapid 
immigration) motivate conformity in the form of adherence to 
religious norms109, punishment of in-group norm violators110 and 
out-group prejudice111, maintaining group solidarity and increas-
ing in-group coordination efficiency. Thus, behavioural plastic-
ity is expected to adaptively calibrate individuals’ willingness to  
cooperate and conform.

We propose that both heritable individual differences and func-
tional behavioural plasticity have maintained strategic variation in 
cooperation and group conformity in human populations, natu-
rally giving rise to variation along the two dimensions of political 
ideology. Heritable individual differences in a general cooperative 
drive, combined with the presence of relevant situational cues (for 
example, perceptions of targets’ need or ability to reciprocate112), 
produce variation in willingness to cooperate with others, giving 
rise to variation along the first dimension of political ideology (left 
column of Table 1). Heritable individual differences in a general 
group conformist drive, combined with the presence of relevant sit-
uational cues (for example, perceived unpredictability or threats to 
group norms), produce variation in willingness to conform to and 
enforce group-wide social norms and defend the group, giving rise 
to variation along the second dimension of political ideology (right 
column of Table 1). Hence, in addition to explaining the essential 
nature of the two dimensions of political ideology, an evolutionary 
approach outlines how predictable interactions between genes and 
environment produce variation along the two dimensions.

Cooperation, group conformity and political ideology
Our dual evolutionary framework illuminates existing work in politi-
cal psychology, explaining why scholars have repeatedly converged 

Table 2 | item exemplars from a subset of scales measuring the two dimensions of political ideology

Cooperation dimension Group conformity dimension

economic conservatism (core issues)11 Social conservatism (core issues)11

Do you think … there should be a government insurance plan that would 
cover all medical and hospital expenses for everyone?

Do you think … gay or lesbian couples (in other words, homosexual 
couples) should be legally permitted to adopt children?

… the government should provide fewer services, even in areas such as 
health and education, to reduce spending?

… a woman’s place is in the home?

… the government in Washington should see to it that every person has a job 
and a good standard of living?

… abortion should never be permitted?

Social dominance orientation142 right-wing authoritarianism8

Some groups of people are simply inferior to other groups. What our country really needs is a strong, determined leader who will 
crush evil and take us back to our true path.

It’s OK if some groups have more of a chance in life than others. The ‘old-fashioned ways’ and the ‘old-fashioned values’ still show the 
best way to live.

It’s probably a good thing that certain groups are at the top and other groups 
are at the bottom.

God’s laws about abortion, pornography and marriage must be strictly 
followed before it is too late, and those who break them must be strongly 
punished.

unmitigated self-interest (beta-isms)13 Tradition-oriented religiousness (alpha-isms)13

Machiavellianism: craft and deceit are justified in pursuing and maintaining 
power in the political world.

Legalism: I adhere strictly and literally to a code of religion and morality.

Materialism: physical well-being and worldly possessions are the greatest 
good and highest value in life.

Ecclesiasticism: I am devoted to the principles and interests of the 
church.

Solipsism: the self is the only reality. Traditionalism: I adhere to tradition, especially in cultural and religious 
practice.

Self-enhancement vs self-transcendence168 Conservation vs openness168

Equality (equal opportunity for all) Obedient (dutiful, meeting obligations)

Unity with nature (fitting into nature) National security (protection of my nation from enemies)

Helpful (working for the welfare of others) Respect for tradition (preservation of time-honoured customs)

individualising (care–harm, fairness–reciprocity)14 Binding (in-group–loyalty, authority–respect, sanctity–purity)14

Compassion for those who are suffering is the most crucial virtue. People should be loyal to their family members even when they have 
done something wrong.

When the government makes laws, the number one principle should be 
ensuring that everyone is treated fairly.

Respect for authority is something all children need to learn.

I think it’s morally wrong that rich children inherit a lot of money while poor 
children inherit nothing.

What matters is whether or not someone’s action showed love for his or 
her country.
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on two dimensions of ideology, one referring to cooperation and the 
other referring to group conformity (Table 1). A close look at some 
exemplar items from the self-report scales in Table 1 reveals this 
pattern more clearly (Table 2). The scale items in the left column of  
Table 2 measure willingness to cooperate with others. Some items 
refer to helping, empathy and prosocial concern, qualities that would 
have been crucial prerequisites for collaboration in early human 
groups. Other items emphasise egalitarianism, equality and fairness, 
reminiscent of the kinds of anti-hierarchical levelling mechanisms 
early humans would have employed when sharing the spoils of coop-
eration52. Solipsism and unity with nature represent constrained ver-
sus extended cooperative networks, respectively. The reverse-coded 
scales (social dominance orientation and the beta-isms) describe 
competitive tendencies, such as self-interested and dominating 
behaviour, that aim to distribute resources according to hierarchy. 
The scale items in the right column of Table 2, by contrast, measure 
adherence to group-wide social norms, punishment of in-group 
norm-violators and parochialism. Many items focus on traditional-
ism, obedience and deference to authority, which can be understood 
as outcomes of psychological predispositions for majority-biased 
and prestige-biased conformist learning within groups113. Several 
items emphasise strict laws, justice and penalties for offenders, which 
clearly relate to norm-enforcement. Other items refer to patriotism 
and the need for national security, reflecting parochial in-group 
favouritism and concern for group viability.

Our framework also makes sense of the policy stances that these 
ideological scales predict. Economic conservatism predicts stances 
on issues like government-funded healthcare, welfare programs and 
free education11. Though far removed from the cooperation prob-
lems faced by early human groups, these issues can all be framed 
as cooperative dilemmas, in which an individual’s short-term self-
interest is at odds with the group’s long-term collective interest114. 
For such issues, people’s willingness to cooperate versus compete 
with others influences their political views. For example, individu-
als with a greater willingness to cooperate are more likely to support 
extra taxes to fund a healthcare system that is accessible to everyone 
in the group (a cooperative dilemma). Social conservatism, by con-
trast, predicts stances on issues like traditional social values, criminal 
justice, national security and religion8,11. Group conformity under-
lies all these political stances. Social conservatives are more likely to 
conform to their group’s traditional social norms (for example, fam-
ily structures, gender roles and marriage norms), support policies 
that increase the influence of these norms in the public sphere8 and 
endorse punitive rather than rehabilitative action towards criminals 
and other in-group norm-violators115,116. They often support tougher 
borders and military intervention abroad, as they are keenly aware 
of cultural group boundaries and are motivated to maintain a viable 
in-group in the presence of perceived out-group threats. Norm-
adherence and norm-enforcement in social conservatives is also 
often tied up with religion8. Anthropologists have long recognised 
religion as partly functioning to enforce sacred group norms and 
thus create moral communities117. Similarly, evolutionary theorists 
have argued that religions are culturally group-selected packages of 
norms outlining which behaviours are permissible and how norm-
violators should be punished118.

Even for more complex issues that do not relate straightforwardly 
to one dimension or the other, the dual evolutionary foundations 
of political ideology can help us unravel the psychological moti-
vations behind the patterns we observe. Anti-immigration views, 
for example, can be associated with economic and/or social con-
servatism9. Our framework predicts that these associations reflect 
different motives, with economic conservatives more sensitive to 
the possibility that successful immigrants will compete with them 
for resources and threaten the existing hierarchy, and social con-
servatives more concerned with the potential for cultural deviance 
and incompatibility of social norms, threatening group viability.  

Consistent with these predictions, social (but not economic) con-
servatives from the US and Switzerland were found to have less 
favourable attitudes towards immigrants who they thought were 
unlikely to assimilate to their group’s norms, whilst economic (but 
not social) conservatives had less favourable attitudes towards 
immigrants who they thought were more likely to assimilate and 
thereby compete for resources and status119. When immigrants are 
seen as a threat to egalitarian safety nets like the welfare system, we 
would also expect economic progressives to oppose immigration; in 
fact, precisely this justification was offered when Denmark’s Social 
Democratic party announced policies seen as anti-immigration120.

With its emphasis on social norms, our framework acknowledges 
that the attitudes of social conservatives should differ depending on 
the particular norms present in their society. However, this account 
does not reduce to cultural constructivism. Social norms are not 
entirely arbitrary; they often govern fitness-relevant behaviours (for 
example, pathogen avoidance, mate choice and reproduction) and 
group viability. For example, Fijian food norms that forbid pregnant 
women from ingesting toxic marine species are cultural adaptations 
that avoid deadly foetal poisoning51. Likewise, religious norms sur-
rounding infidelity, abortion and sexual orientation can be seen as 
culturally evolved mechanisms that promote larger families and 
increase group size118. Thus, this framework explains why social 
conservatives in the United States can become focused on behav-
iours such as marriage, contraception, prayer in school and alcohol 
and drug use8,11: they are adhering to and enforcing social norms 
that govern fitness-relevant behaviours and group viability.

Cooperation is itself a fitness-relevant behaviour that social 
norms can govern. As a result, our framework predicts that eco-
nomic conservatism (cooperation) and social conservatism (group 
conformity) may be correlated within populations, but the strength 
and direction of this relationship will vary across populations (i.e., 
the two dimensions are distinct). Consistent with these predictions, 
in developed Western democracies, economic and social conserva-
tism are often weakly-to-moderately positively correlated with one 
another among political elites. For example, the Republican Party in 
the United States supports both economically conservative policies 
(for example, free-market capitalism and less taxation) and socially 
conservative policies (for example, national defence and opposition 
to gay marriage). However, in many cultures around the world, eco-
nomic and social conservatism are weakly negatively correlated121. 
For example, the Fidesz party in Hungary supports economically 
progressive policies (for example, minimum wage increases and 
equitable pension systems) but socially conservative policies (for 
example, strong border control)122. This negative correlation is 
stronger in post-communist countries, like Hungary, where tradi-
tional social norms promote national equality, egalitarianism and 
fairness121. Intriguingly, at the individual level, the negative correla-
tion is stronger among politically unengaged people across coun-
tries121,123, suggesting this may be the default organisation of the two 
dimensions in the absence of clear norms or cues from political 
elites. This is expected under our account if people readily interpret 
more egalitarian norms as in the interests of the group.

An understanding of the fitness trade-offs associated with the 
evolution of cooperation and group conformity makes sense of 
individual differences in economic decision-making, personality 
traits and neurophysiology, and it explains why this variation reli-
ably correlates with political ideology. Stable individual differences 
in both cooperation and norm-enforcing punishment in experi-
mental economic games have been linked to political ideology (for 
example, social dominance orientation124–126) and real-world social 
values regarding taxation and revenge92. Economic conservatism 
covaries with personality traits like agreeableness127, social value 
orientation128 and Machiavellianism129, while social conservatism 
covaries with openness to experience130 and need for closure10. 
Individual differences in basic neural and physiological processes 
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also covary with ideology. When viewing images of others in dis-
tress, people higher in economic conservatism show less activation 
in brain regions associated with empathic concern131. People higher 
in social conservatism are also more likely to attend to and respond 
to threatening stimuli26,30,32. Our framework explains these indi-
vidual differences and correlations with political ideology as result-
ing from fitness trade-offs in general drives for cooperation and  
group conformity.

Similarly, our framework provides insight into the influence of 
socio-environmental context on political ideology9. We expect that 
psychological mechanisms designed to integrate cues of potential 
long-term cooperative partnerships100 will cause people to adapt 
their levels of cooperation based on the amount of competition they 
perceive in their environment. Consistent with this prediction, indi-
viduals who view the world as a ‘competitive jungle’ score higher 
on measures of economic (but not social) conservatism9. Similarly, 
we expect that people will adapt their levels of conformity based 
on perceived environmental unpredictability and cues of infec-
tious diseases, dangerous situations and threats to group viability. 
Consistent with this prediction, those who view the world as threat-
ening, dangerous and unpredictable score higher on measures of 
social (but not economic) conservatism9.

Finally, our framework provides a theoretical scaffold for prior 
evolutionary approaches to the two dimensions of political ideol-
ogy. Economic conservatism correlates with upper-body strength 
and resource-holding power40 because these are important cues 
for the psychological mechanisms underlying cooperation. If an 
individual correctly perceives their own resource-holding power 
as high, this will motivate the accumulation of resources via domi-
nance and power rather than egalitarian sharing132, thus predicting 
economic (but not social) conservatism. By contrast, social conser-
vatism correlates with disgust sensitivity and threat sensitivity32,38 
because disease-causing pathogens and threats to individual safety 
and group viability are important cues for the psychological mecha-
nisms underlying group conformity.

Discussion and future directions
We propose that two key human adaptations to group living—coop-
eration and group conformity—are the evolutionary foundations 
underlying the two repeatedly identified dimensions of political 
ideology in humans. It is possible that these two dimensions alone 
are not sufficient to capture the full breadth of political views. 
Several evolutionary approaches have posited three133,134, five42 or 
even six135 underlying dimensions. However, more complex factor 
models are not supported by the data136 and are readily reduced 
down to two dimensions when using principal components analy-
ses and other factor-analytic statistical methods133,137,138. Other 
promising approaches in political psychology have attempted 
to carve the two dimensions into distinct sub-dimensions139,140.  
For example, right-wing authoritarianism has been split into 
authoritarian submission, conventionalism and authoritarian 
aggression140. Consistent with our framework, these can be under-
stood as an evolved commitment to group viability via conformity 
to existing group norms, conformity to traditional group norms 
and punishment of norm-violators, respectively39. While such 
approaches add nuance, the strong and reliable positive correla-
tions between these sub-dimensions139,140 suggest that they repre-
sent two coherent packages of social motives that act together to 
organise cooperative and conformist behaviour.

Some scholars have suggested that, since most people in the 
electorate are unable to articulate why they harbour particular 
attitudes, the public is largely non-ideological2,3. We acknowledge 
that not everyone is politically knowledgeable, aware and engaged. 
However, a lack of political sophistication in the population should 
not be used as evidence against individual variation showing an 
underlying structure4. Much like the use of language without the 

metacognitive awareness of its grammatical rules, people can hold 
ideologically consistent political attitudes without any explicit 
awareness of their structure.

Other scholars have argued that the structure of political atti-
tudes emerges not from an underlying ideology but from the inter-
play between (inclusive) fitness interests and coalitions constructed 
by political elites41,141. Under this account, people simply align with 
political parties that best advance their fitness interests and then 
form political coalitions around clusters of interests. We acknowl-
edge that self-interest undoubtedly plays a role in policy preferences 
(for example, support for lower tuition fees among students versus 
support for retirement benefits among the elderly). Political elites 
also clearly drive some aspects of policy organisation (for example, 
the Republican and Democratic parties aligning economic and 
social policies). However, this account is, at best, incomplete. As we 
highlight, the two dimensions of political ideology are heritable and 
emerge across cultures15,22,23, suggesting an underlying structure that 
is not arbitrarily packaged by political elites. Furthermore, policy 
views frequently contradict people’s fitness interests. For example, 
social dominance orientation is only marginally related to socio-
economic status142, and wealthy individuals often support eco-
nomic redistribution while disadvantaged individuals often oppose  
welfare policies10.

Nevertheless, we acknowledge that people do naturally group 
together with others who share their political views and show 
intense disliking for groups with inconsistent views143. Although 
there is some evidence that social conservatives are more sensitive 
to the ‘value violations’ motivating this ideological conflict144, even 
economic and social progressives reveal their intolerance if asked 
their opinions on wealthy business people, pro-lifers and religious 
fundamentalists. Our framework suggests that this dislike stems 
from the fundamental conflicts between cooperation versus com-
petition and individualism versus conformity as opposing strat-
egies for navigating human group living. In line with this, recent 
work has shown that political intolerance is “dimension-specific”145. 
Economic progressives and economic conservatives are intolerant 
of one another’s views on cooperative dilemma issues. Separately, 
social progressives and social conservatives are intolerant of one 
another’s views on normative issues.

Future research should empirically test predictions of our evo-
lutionary framework. First, variation in cooperative and conform-
ist behaviour in abstract experimental settings should predict the 
two dimensions of political ideology. There is already suggestive 
evidence that cooperation and norm-enforcing punishment in 
economic games can predict social values92. More work is needed 
to systematically examine how other behavioural measures, espe-
cially measures that capture some of the complexity of real-world 
politics, relate to variation across both ideological dimensions. 
Second, variation in cooperative and conformist behaviour at a 
young age should predict the two dimensions of political ideology 
decades later. Building on prior work showing that personality in 
young children predicts later placement along a liberal–conserva-
tive dimension25, we make the more specific predictions that shar-
ing and helping behaviour will negatively predict economic (but 
not social) conservatism, while feelings of guilt, focus on social 
norms and enforcement of rules will positively predict social (but 
not economic) conservatism. Third, neurological and physiological 
correlates of cooperative146,147 and group conformist148,149 behaviour 
should show corresponding relationships to the two dimensions of 
political ideology. Fourth, competitive and threatening socio-envi-
ronmental conditions should differentially predict the two dimen-
sions of ideology. Previous work has shown that high-profile events 
like terrorism can increase conservatism150, but this work has 
largely considered only a single dimension of ideology. Our frame-
work makes more nuanced predictions. For example, acute events 
invoking threat (for example, disease outbreaks), particularly  
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group threats (for example, terrorism and warfare), should induce 
short-term increases in social (but not economic) conservatism. 
Chronic conditions, either actual or perceived, invoking competi-
tive hierarchy (for example, income resulting from effort rather 
than luck151) or threats to group viability (for example, political 
unrest and criminality) should predict economic and social con-
servatism, respectively. Our behavioural plasticity account also 
opens up the possibility for, but does not require, the existence of 
critical periods early in development during which environmental 
conditions are most likely to shape cooperative or conformist phe-
notypes (for example, ref. 152). Fifth, more research is needed into 
why, compared to other cultures, Western countries such as Great 
Britain and the United States are outliers in showing a positive cor-
relation between scores on the two dimensions121. Do modern cap-
italist social norms and party politics in these countries encourage 
social conservatives to adopt more competitive views? Or can 
the cultural origins of these differences be traced back much fur-
ther to the effects of religion153, agriculture154 or deep linguistic  
ancestry155? Finally, we should be able to identify the two dimen-
sions of cooperation and group conformity even in non-WEIRD 
(Western, educated, industrialized, rich and democratic) societ-
ies156 and small-scale societies. As in other societies, social conser-
vatives in these societies should adhere to and enforce local norms 
and taboos, the content of which will differ from culture to culture, 
and should be sensitive to local threats to group viability. Testing 
these predictions will require newly devised self-report scales tar-
geting cooperative and conformist preferences without culture-
specific political content (for example, avoiding items like those 
measuring right-wing authoritarianism in Table 2). Such scales 
hold the promise of a sturdier theoretical foundation for political 
science and more robust measures of the two dimensions of political  
ideology across cultures.

To conclude, we hope to encourage a fruitful dialogue between 
evolutionary scholars and political scientists to further our under-
standing of the foundations of political ideology. Political scientists 
have made great complementary strides in studying the two-dimen-
sional structure of ideology, but questions have remained about why 
this particular structure exists. Evolutionary theory provides the 
meta-theoretical tools to answer such questions. The framework 
presented here shines light on existing work in political psychology 
and offers insight into the volatility in our current political climate. 
To return to a previous example, many of the within-party disagree-
ments in the 2016 US presidential election can be understood as 
outcomes of the two dimensions of ideology. Hillary Clinton and 
Bernie Sanders diverged on egalitarian issues like taxation, health-
care and free higher education. Before running for office, Donald 
Trump differed from other Republicans in his less-than-stringent 
approach to traditional social norms regarding abortion and same-
sex marriage. We are optimistic that, in both political science and 
everyday public discourse, the multidimensional evolutionary 
framework we have presented will provide a more nuanced under-
standing of the politics that both unites and divides us.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design 
is available in the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to  
this article.

Data availability
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